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Abstract
The 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) is currently receiving considerable attention for
human face analysis. Most existing work focuses on fitting a 3DMM to high resolu-
tion images. However, in many applications, fitting a 3DMM to low-resolution im-
ages is also important. In this paper, we propose a Resolution-Aware 3DMM (RA-
3DMM), which consists of 3 different resolution 3DMMs: High-Resolution 3DMM
(HR- 3DMM), Medium-Resolution 3DMM (MR-3DMM) and Low-Resolution 3DMM
(LR-3DMM). RA-3DMM can automatically select the best model to fit the input im-
ages of different resolutions. The multi-resolution model was evaluated in experiments
conducted on PIE and XM2VTS databases. The experimental results verified that HR-
3DMM achieves the best performance for input image of high resolution, and MR-
3DMM and LR-3DMM worked best for medium and low resolution input images, re-
spectively. A model selection strategy incorporated in the RA-3DMM is proposed based
on these results. The RA-3DMM model has been applied to pose correction of face im-
ages ranging from high to low resolution. The face verification results obtained with
the pose-corrected images show considerable performance improvement over the result
without pose correction in all resolutions.
1 Introduction
Human face analysis has become a popular research topic in computer vision. One of the
tasks required by many applications is to perform face reconstruction from the input image.
Many models have been proposed for this purpose. These models can be classified into two
groups: 2D face models and 3D face models.
The 2D-based group includes Active Appearance Models (AAMs) [4]. AAMs model the
shape and texture variations statistically. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied
to compress the texture and shape information during the training process. The reconstruc-
tion process involves fitting the statistical model to an input image so as to minimise the
difference between the input image and the fitted image. The authors in [7] investigated the
relationship between the resolution of the model and the resolution of the input image, and
concluded that the best fitting performance is obtained when the model resolution is slightly
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higher than the input image resolution. [5] proposed a Resolution Aware Fitting (RAF)
algorithm to fit a low-resolution image with a high-resolution model. RAF changes a high-
resolution AAM to a low resolution AAM by averaging neighbouring pixel intensities of
high resolution AAM. Although AAMs exhibit promising face analysis performance, there
is still a problem that the reconstruction with AAMs fails if the in-depth rotation of the face
becomes large. Almost all the 2D-based models suffer from the same problem.
To overcome the limitations of 2D-based face models, 3D-based methods have been pro-
posed. The main advantage of 3D-based models is that 3D shape does not change under
different viewpoints [6]. 3D morphable model (3DMM) [1] is also a statistical model for
face reconstruction, and is represented by its shape and texture: the shape is captured as ver-
tices in three dimensions and the texture of the face is conveyed by the colour information
of the polygonal patches created by the triplets of neighbouring vertices. Most of the current
research just focuses on fitting high resolution 3DMM to high resolution images. However,
in many applications images to be processed are of low resolution. It is therefore very im-
portant to investigate how the fitting performance is affected by the resolution of 3DMM and
of the input image. The aim of this study is to identify the best fitting performance for a
spectrum of input image resolutions.
In this paper, the relationship between 3DMM resoluton and input image resolution is
studied and a Resolution-Aware 3DMM (RA-3DMM) model is proposed. RA-3DMM con-
sists of a series of 3DMMs of different resolutions. RA-3DMM can select the best 3DMM
according to the resolution of the input image. 3DMM has achieved promising performance
in face recognition [1, 2]. The reason is that 3DMM has the capacity to capture general
information about the natural variation of 3D shape and texture of faces in a vector space
spanned by a database of 3D faces. This information helps to solve the ill-posed problem
of reconstructing 3D shape from a single 2D image. The proposed model extends the ap-
plications of the approach to low resolution face recognition. Experimental results show the
benefits of this model in pose-invariant face recognition.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly explains the theory of 3D mor-
phable model. We propose the resolution-aware 3D morphable model (RA-3DMM) in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 presents the experiments. In the first part we demonstrate how to con-
struct the RA-3DMM. The second part presents the results of applying RA-3DMM to pose-
invariant face recognition.
2 3D morphable model
The 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) was proposed by Blanz and Vetter [1]. The main appli-
cation of 3DMM is to synthesize a 2D face image, which resembles the input face image.
It is a parametric model based on a vector space representation of faces. This space is con-
structed so that any convex combination of shape and texture vectors belonging to the space
describes a human face. Given a single face image, the fitting algorithm [1] automatically
estimates 3D shape, texture, and all relevant 3D scene parameters like pose, illumination,
etc. For constructing the model, the input 3D scans have to be preprocessed to establish
the dense point-to-point correspondence. This preprocessing step is named registration, af-
ter which 3D meshes can be treated as vectors of the same dimensionality. The number of
vertices of the 3D mesh determines the resolution of 3DMM. The face scans used by Blanz
and Vetter are represented in cylindrical coordinates, and an optical flow algorithm is used
to create dense correspondence [1]. Tena et al. proposed an alternative registration strat-
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egy called the Iterative Multi-Resolution Dense 3D Registration (IMDR) [9]. In this work,
IMDR is used for registration. After registration, the information of shape S0 and texture T0
is conveyed by:
S0 = (x1,y1,z1, ...,xn,yn,zn)
T0 = (R1,G1,B1, ...,Rn,Gn,Bn)
where n denotes the number of vertices. (xn,yn,zn) is the coordinate of the nth vertex.
(Rn,Gn,Bn) is the RGB value of the nth vertex. Once the dense correspondence of all 3D
scans is created, PCA is performed separately on shape and texture vectors to decorrelate the
data:
S = s+
m−1
∑
i=1
αi · si, T = t+
m−1
∑
i=1
βi · ti (1)
where s and t are the mean of shape and texture, respectively. si and ti are the eigenvectors of
shape and texture covariance matrices [1]. Different ~α = [α1, ...αm−1] and ~β = [β1, ...βm−
1] determine different S and T . ~α and ~β are the main parameters optimised during the fitting
process.
Once the model is constructed, the model can be used for fitting to a given 2D image. The
primary goal of fitting is to minimise the sum of square differences over all colour channels
and all pixels between the synthesized image and the input image,
EI =∑
x,y
‖Iinput(x,y)− Imodel(x,y)‖2 (2)
where EI is called the cost or energy function. Iinput(x,y) is the intensity of the input image
at pixel(x,y). Imodel(x,y) is the model’s texture value projected from 3D space to 2D image
coordinates (x,y) [9]. The fitting problem is an ill-posed problem. In general, such an energy
function would be highly non-convex with numerous local minima, which makes the fitting
difficult. In [10] Romdhani and Vetter proposed an alternative fitting strategy called multiple
features fitting (MFF) strategy. In this strategy, besides pixel intensity, other image features,
such as the edges, the location of highlights and texture smoothness, are used for constructing
a cost function. The resulting cost function is smoother and exhibits fewer local minima.
Consequently, this multi-feature strategy has a wider radius of convergence and achieves a
higher level of precision. In this work, this MFF strategy is adopted.
3 Resolution-aware 3D morphable model
To construct the mesh for a 3DMM, an upsample technique is applied [9]. It means any
newly constructed 3DMM is upsampled from a low resolution 3D mesh called generic
model. The generic model is upsampled with the 4-8 mesh subdivision algorithm [12].
The more subdivisions are performed, the more vertices and polygons the 3DMM will have.
Thus the resolution of 3DMM can be controlled by the number of subdivision iterations.
The resolution-aware 3D morphable model (RA-3DMM) is proposed in this work. The
construction of RA-3DMM is motivated by the assumption that a high resolution 3DMM
fits high resolution input images better and a low resolution 3DMM fits low resolution
input images better. The validity of the assumption will be verified in Section 4.2. Based
on this assumption, a set of 3DMMs of different resolution should work better than a single
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Figure 1: RA-3DMM
3DMM if the input images are of different resolutions. The structure of RA-3DMM is shown
in Fig. 1.
From Fig. 1, RA-3DMM consists of m 3DMMs of different resolution. The model se-
lector automatically selects the best 3DMM to fit the input face image according to its res-
olution. Clearly, the selector is the key part of RA-3DMM. In Section 4.2, the selection
strategies will be determined experimentally on two face databases.
In this work, RA-3DMM consists of these 3DMMs: High Resolution 3DMM(HR-3DMM),
Medium Resolution 3DMM(MR-3DMM) and Low Resolution 3DMM(LR-3DMM). Table
1 shows the details of these three models.
Table 1: The details of RA-3DMM
Model vertices polygons
HR-3DMM 29587 59763
MR-3DMM 16759 33211
LR-3DMM 1724 3368
4 Performance evaluation
4.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluated the proposed RA-3DMM model on two face databases: XM2VTS [8] and
PIE [11]. XM2VTS contains face images of 295 subjects with 5 different poses under uni-
form illumination conditions. PIE consists of face images of 68 subjects. Each person was
imaged across 13 different poses, under 43 different illumination conditions and with 4 dif-
ferent expressions. For building the RA-3DMM (see Section 4.2), only frontal images in
the two databases are used. XM2VTS database does not include any illumination variations.
The images are recorded under diffused light. Although images in PIE are recorded under
different in-door controlled lights, in our experiments, we only use images of PIE taken un-
der frontal illumination. In order to evaluate the performance of RA-3DMM, input images
should be at different resolutions. So the images in XM2VTS and PIE are down-sampled
to different resolutions. In this work, the down-sample rate (DSR) is 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/6, 1/8,
1/10. Table 2 shows the average facial region pixel numbers in the two databases. All these
down-sampled images were fitted by HR-3DMM, MR-3DMM and LR-3DMM. In order to
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Table 2: face resolution with different DSR
DSR 1 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/8 1/10
XM2VTS 58061 14515 3629 1613 907 584
PIE 43546 10886 2721 1210 680 435
measure the fitting performance, we use the L1-Norm to estimate the fitting error
err =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
1
3
(|Ri1−Ri2|+ |Gi1−Gi2|+ |Bi1−Bi2|) (3)
where Ri1, Gi1, Bi1 are the RGB values of the input image, Ri2, Gi2, Bi2 are the RGB values
of the fitted image, and N is the number of facial pixels. The greater the err is, the worse
the fitting is. In order to improve the fitting efficiency, not all of the 3D polygons of 3DMM
are used for optimisation. Only 1000 polygons were selected in this work according to
Romdhani’s suggestion [10]. Gaussian filtering was applied to the input image for denoising
and smoothing [9]. The higher the resolution of the input image is, the greater the kernel
size of the Gaussian filter should be. We set the Gaussian kernel size in pixels empirically as
follows:
Table 3: Kernel size settings
DSR 1 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/8 1/10
KS 7 5 3 1 1 1
4.2 Building RA-3DMM
The aim of this experiment is to verify the assumption in Section 3 and then train RA-3DMM
to develop the model selection strategies mentioned in Section 3.
Before presenting quantitative results, some fitting examples are first shown in Fig. 2.
Once the model fitting has been accomplished, the recovered parameters (~α and ~β in Equ.1
) are used to render the face in any desired resolution, pose or illumination. Fig. 2 shows the
fitting results with different models.
The first row shows the low resolution fitting results. The low resolution input image (top
left) with DSR=1/10 is from XM2VTS ( ID=003 ). It is not hard to see that the top middle
reconstruction does not look like the input image, but the top right one does. It suggests that
the LR-3DMM works better than HR-3DMM if the input image is of low resolution. The
reason for this is that the use of HR-3DMM leads to over-fitting the low resolution input
image. The second row shows the high resolution fitting results. The bottom left one is the
high resolution input image with DSR=1. Both fitted images look like the input image, but
there are more texture details in the bottom middle one than the bottom right one. Thus LR-
3DMM yields an inferior result to that of HR-3DMM for fitting high resolution input images
because it is under-fitting them.
Quantitative experimental fitting results on XM2VTS are shown in Fig. 3(a). It is clear
that different models perform differently with input images of different resolutions: Obvi-
ously, HR-3DMM works best with DSR=1, 1/2; MR-3DMM with DSR=1/4, 1/6; and LR-
3DMM works best with DSR=1/8, 1/10. We also note that the L1 error of these 3 models
diminishes with decreasing DSR. It means that lower resolution input images with less in-
formation and less noise are smoother and easier to fit. However, the L1 error for DSR=1/10
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Figure 2: Comparisons of the fitting results with low resolution input image (top row) and
high resolution input image (bottom row). Top left: low resolution input image, top middle:
fitted result with HR-3DMM, top right: fitted result with LR-3DMM, bottom left: high
resolution input image, bottom middle: fitted result with HR-3DMM, bottom right: fitted
result with LR-3DMM
obtained using HR-3DMM is not smaller than that for DSR=1/8 because the model is over-
fitting if its resolution is much higher than that of the input image. As discussed in Section
3, the selection strategies are important for RA-3DMM. Specifically, it is important to know
point A and point B in Fig. 3(a) to define the selection strategies. Actually, the resolutions
that point A and point B correspond to are more interesting and useful than DSR for RA-
3DMM. Combining the information of Table 2, it is not hard to conclude that the resolutions
corresponding to A and B are 9397 and 1344 respectively. The fitting results on PIE are
shown in Fig. 3(b). Similar to Fig. 3(a), HR-3DMM works best with DSR=1, 1/2; MR-
3DMM works best with DSR=1/4, 1/6; and LR-3DMM works best with DSR=1/8, 1/10.
Also, HR-3DMM at point DSR=1/10, and MR-3DMM at point DSR=1/10 are over fitted.
Using the same argument, the resolutions corresponding to C and D are 7422 and 985 re-
spectively. Note that the error for every DSR in Fig. 3(b) is greater than that of Fig. 3(a).
The reason is that the images in XM2VTS are under diffused light, whereas the images in
PIE are obtained under point source light, and hence are more difficult to fit.
In summary, the assumption in Section 3 has been verified in this experiment. The se-
lection strategies of RA-3DMM are determined as follows: under the diffused light (such as
XM2VTS), HR-3DMM is selected for fitting if the input image is of high resolution (greater
than 9397 pixels). MR-3DMM is selected for fitting if the input image is of medium reso-
lution (between 1344 pixels and 9397 pixels). LR- 3DMM is selected for fitting if the input
image is of low resolution (smaller than 1344). Under the point source light (such as frontal
illumination in PIE), HR-3DMM is selected for fitting if the input image is of high resolution
(greater than 7422 pixels). MR-3DMM is selected for fitting if the input image is of medium
resolution (between 985 pixels and 7422 pixels). LR-3DMM is selected for fitting if the
input image is of low resolution (smaller than 985).
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: Fitting Results on (a) XM2VTS and (b) PIE
Figure 4: From the original images (top row), we recover shape and texture parameters for
reconstructing the new images (second row), which extract textures from the input images.
The bottom row shows the pose-corrected images. Note that we use the same background
from the frontal image.
4.3 Experiments in face verification with RA-3DMM
3DMM has been used successfully in face recognition [1, 2]. Thus it is natural to apply RA-
3DMM to face recognition. Traditional 2D methods suffer from ill-posed problems because
it is impossible to register images of arbitrary poses. However, 3DMM can generate frontal
face images from non-frontal images through a viewpoint-transform [2]. The normalised
frontal images are then used for face recognition. However the frontal images reconstructed
using the estimated parameters ~α and ~β will miss some local information[2], such as moles
or scars, because the texture parameter (Ti) cannot reproduce all local characteristics. But
these local characteristics will affect face recognition, so we extract the person’s true texture
from the image wherever it is visible. Any occluded regions are reconstructed with the
estimated texture parameters. One example of pose nomalisation is presented in Fig. 4. Note
that the examples in Fig. 2 are reconstructed by 3DMM shape and texture parameters, but
the examples in Fig. 4 extract true textures from the input images. So there are more local
textures with the examples in Fig. 4 than in Fig. 2.
We apply RA-3DMM to face verification with input images ranging from high resolution
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to low resolution. The texture of the visible parts is extracted from the input image, and RA-
3DMM automatically selects the best model to reconstruct the occluded part as discussed
above. In this experiment, XM2VTS MPEG7 and the standard frontal datasets are used
in conjugation with Configuration 1 of the Lausanne protocol[3]. This combined dataset
contains 4100 images of 295 subjects. According to the protocol, the training and evaluation
sets are taken from the standard frontal datasets. In the test set, each subject contains 10
images of 5 different poses (see Fig. 4). Table 4 provides a summary of the data used for
each step of the evaluation protocol.
Table 4: Number of image access of each dataset in Configuration 1
Number of training samples 600 (3 × 200 client subjects)
Evaluation Client accesses 600 (3 × 200 client subjects)
Evaluation Imposter accesses 40,000 (25 imposter subjects × 8 shots ×
200 client subjects)
Test Client access in MPEG7 2000 (200 client subjects×5 poses × 2 samples)
Test Imposter access in MPEG7 140000 (70 imposter subjects × 5 poses × 2 sam-
ples × 200 client subjects)
To evaluate the performance in different resolutions, we follow our previous experiment
to down-sample the images to 6 different image sizes. In order to be robust to the blur
caused by downsampling, the Multiscale Local Phase Quantisation histogram (MLPQH) [3]
descriptor is used for image representation.
First, the image is geometrically normalised to 142 rows×120 columns based on the
manually annotated eye positions. To perform the LPQ extraction, quadrature filters are con-
volved with the image and then zero crossing is detected in the filtered images to create a
3rd-order binary image tensor. The pixel value of the LPQ image is the decimal number
obtained by converting the pixel value of the image tensor. The MLPQ images are extracted
from a set of quadrature filters in a mulitscale manner. In each scale, the image is divided into
25 non-overlapping regions and the regional histogram is extracted as a regional descriptor.
In each region, the multiresolution regional (MLPQH) descriptor is formed by concatenating
the regional descriptors in different scales to a single vector. In order to reduce the redun-
dancy of information and improve the discriminative power, Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) is applied. The regional LDA (MLPQHLDA ) is trained on the training set without
downsampling. In the matching process, the nomalised correlation is used to measure the
similarity between a pair of images projected to the MLPQHLDA space. Following the Lau-
sanne protocol, the total error rate (TER) is reported. TER is the sum of false acceptance
rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) at a threshold. The threshold is chosen on the
evaluation set at FAR=FRR using full-size images.
Fig. 5 shows the face verification results. It compares the performance with RA-3DMM
pose correction and without pose correction. The TER of all poses with RA-3DMM pose cor-
rection (3D-TOTAL in Fig. 5(b)) is much smaller than that without pose correction(TOTAL)
for all resolutions. Even for low resolution face verification, which is a hard task in face
recognition, RA-3DMM shows considerable improvement over the method without pose
correction. In particular, the verification performance with RA-3DMM pose correction is
much better than that without pose correction for left-rotated and right-rotated images, indi-
cating that RA-3DMM could reconstruct the occluded regions successfully for these 2 poses.
The RA-3DMM based up and down pose correction also works better than that without pose
correction, but worse than left and right pose correction. The reason is that there are some
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Face verification results of (a) frontal, left and right poses (b) up, down and total
poses. 3D-LEFT means the left-rotated input images are pose-nomalised by RA-3DMM,
and then used for face verification, while LEFT means the original left-rotated input images
are directly used for face verification, and so on.
regions, such as eye balls of the down pose in Fig. 4, where there is no information. So it
is impossible to reconstruct these parts successfully. For frontal images, there is not much
difference with and without pose correction because these images have no occluded regions.
5 Conclusions
In this work, a RA-3DMM model is proposed. RA-3DMM, which consists of three 3DMMs,
can select automatically the best 3DMM to fit input images of different resolutions. We val-
idated the assumption that a high resolution 3DMM fits high resolution input images better
and a low resolution 3DMM fits low resolution input images better. The face recognition per-
formance with RA-3DMM pose correction is much better than that without pose correction
for all resolutions.
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